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ABSTRACT

Audio deepfake detection is an emerging topic, which was in-

cluded in the ASVspoof 2021. However, the recent shared

tasks have not covered many real-life and challenging sce-

narios. The first Audio Deep synthesis Detection challenge

(ADD) was motivated to fill in the gap. The ADD 2022 in-

cludes three tracks: low-quality fake audio detection (LF),

partially fake audio detection (PF) and audio fake game (FG).

The LF track focuses on dealing with bona fide and fully fake

utterances with various real-world noises etc. The PF track

aims to distinguish the partially fake audio from the real. The

FG track is a rivalry game, which includes two tasks: an au-

dio generation task and an audio fake detection task. In this

paper, we describe the datasets, evaluation metrics, and pro-

tocols. We also report major findings that reflect the recent

advances in audio deepfake detection tasks.

Index Terms— audio deepfake, fake detection, low-

quality fake, partially fake, audio fake game

1. INTRODUCTION

Over the last few years, the technology of speech synthesis

and voice conversion [1, 2, 3, 4] has made significant im-

provement with the development of deep learning. The mod-

els can generate realistic and human-like speech. It is difficult

for most people to distinguish the generated audio from the

real. However, the technology also poses a great threat to the

society if some attackers misuse it. Therefore, a lot of efforts

have been made for audio deepfake detection task recently

[5, 6, 7, 8, 9].

The ASVspoof challenges have been organized to detect

spoofed audio for automatic speaker verification systems.

The ASVspoof 2015 [10] involves logical access (LA) task

detecting synthetic and converted speech. The ASVspoof

2017 [11] only includes replay attacks named physics access

(PA) task. The ASVspoof 2019 [12] consists of two tasks:

LA and PA. There are three tasks in the ASVspoof 2021 [13]:

*Corresponding author.

LA, PA and speech deepfake (DF). The ASVspoof challenges

have played a key role in fostering spoofed speech detection

research, which mainly aim to protect automatic speaker

verification systems from manipulation. Although the au-

dio deepfake detection task is included in the ASVspoof 2021

[13], it only involves compressed audio similar to the LA task.

However, it ignores many challenging attacking situations in

realistic scenarios. (1) Diverse background noises and dis-

turbances are contained in the fake audios. (2) Several small

fake clips are hidden in a real speech audio. (3) New algo-

rithms of speech synthesis and voice conversion are proposed

rapidly. These pose a serious threat since that it is difficult to

deal with the above-mentioned attacking situations.

Therefore, we launched the first Audio Deep synthesis

Detection challenge (ADD 2022) to fill in the gap. It includes

three tracks, which consider some challenging fake situations

in real life. We hope that the ADD 2022 1 can spur researchers

around the world to build innovative new technologies that

can further accelerate and foster research on detecting deep-

fake and manipulated audios.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2

describes tracks of the ADD 2022. Datasets and evaluation

metrics are introduced in Section 3 and 4. Section 5 presents

the detection baseline models and challenge results. This pa-

per is concluded in Section 6.

2. TRACKS

The ADD 2022 challenge includes three tracks: low-quality

fake audio detection (LF), partially fake audio detection (PF)

and audio fake game (FG).

Track 1. LF: It focuses on dealing with bona fide and

fully fake utterances with various real-world noises and back-

ground music effects etc. The fake audios are generated using

a large variety of text-to-speech and voice conversion algo-

rithms.

Track 2. PF: It aims to distinguish the partially fake au-

dio from the real. The partially fake utterances generated by

1http://addchallenge.cn
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manipulated the original bona fide utterances with real or syn-

thesized audio [8].

Track 3. FG: It includes two tasks: an audio generation

task and an audio fake detection task.

Track 3.1 generation task (FG-G): It aims to generate

fake audios that can fool the fake detection model in track

3.2. The participants are encouraged to generate attack sam-

ples according to the given text and speaker identities, and

the generated attack samples should reach certain intelligibil-

ity and similarity.

Track 3.2 detection task (FG-D): It tries to detect all

the fake audios, especially the attack samples generated from

track 3.1. There are two rounds of evaluations in track 3.2.

The first round evaluation data contains a set of unseen gen-

uine and deepfake audios. The second round evaluation data

contains some generated speech utterances submitted by track

3.1.

The goal of track 1 and 2 is to develop a method or an al-

gorithm to distinguish the generated audio from the bona fide.

Track 3 is a rivalry game for participants to generate adversar-

ial samples and improve the anti-attack ability of the detec-

tion model from two sides [14]. Participants in this track can

choose to either create adversarial samples to attack the de-

tection model as much as possible, or improve the anti-attack

ability of the detection model.

3. DATASETS

The datasets for the challenge consist of training, dev, adapta-

tion and test sets. All the tracks use the same training and dev

sets. Different adaptation and test sets are provided for each

track. There is no speaker overlap among training, dev, adap-

tation and test sets. The training, dev and adaptation sets are

provided with both input and ground truth. The test sets are

provided without ground truth. Some utterances are selected

from Mandarin publicly available corpus AISHELL-1 [15],

AISHELL-3 [16] and AISHELL-4 [17] to build the datasets.

The statistics of datasets provided by the ADD 2022 challenge

are reported in Table 1 and 2.

3.1. Training and dev sets

The training and dev sets include genuine and fake utterances.

The datasets are based upon a large-scale and high-fidelity

multi-speaker Mandarin speech corpus called AISHELL-3.

40 male speakers and 40 female speakers are selected from

AISHELL-3 corpus to build the training and dev sets. The

set of speakers is partitioned into two speaker-disjoint sets for

training and dev. The genuine utterances of the training and

dev sets are selected from the AISHELL-3. The mainstream

speech synthesis and voice conversion systems are used to

generate the fake audios. For track 3.1, participants are rec-

ommended to build a multi-speaker speech synthesis or voice

conversion based on the AISHELL-3.

Table 1. The utterances of training, dev. and adaptation sets.

Training Dev.
Adaptation

Track 1 Track 2 Track 3.2

Genuine 3012 2307 300 0 0

Fake 24072 21295 700 1052 839

Table 2. The statistics of test sets for detection tasks.

Test Track 1 Track 2
Track 3.2

R1 R2

#Utterances 109199 100625 112861 116861

3.2. Adaptation sets

The adaptation set of each detection task is provided for the

participants. There are three adaptation sets.

Track 1: It is composed of genuine and fully fake utter-

ances contained various noises.

Track 2: It consists of partially fake utterances generated

by manipulated the original genuine utterances with real or

synthesized audios.

Track 3.2: It includes various fake audios generated by the

organizers. The given speaker identity and content are synthe-

sized by the speech synthesis systems provided by organizers.

3.3. Test sets

The test sets include unseen genuine and fake utterances.

Three test sets are provided for the participants.

Track 1: It is composed of unseen genuine and fully fake

utterances with various noises.

Track 2: It consists of unseen genuine and partially fake

utterances.

Track 3.1: 10 speakers ID from AIShell-3 dataset are

listed as the evaluation speaker ID.

Track 3.2: The first round (R1) test set is similar to track

1. The second round (R2) test set includes the R1 test set and

some of generated speech audios submitted by track 3.1.

4. EVALUATION METRICS

The goal of track 1, 2 and 3.2 is to develop a method or an

algorithm to distinguish the generated audio from the real. So

equal error rate (EER) [10] is used as the evaluation metric for

these tracks. The generation task in track 3.1 aims to generate

fake audios that can fool the fake detection model in track 3.2.

Therefore, the evaluation metric of track 3.1 is the deception

success rate (DSR).

4.1. Equal error rate (EER)

Previously, EER is used by Wu et al. in the ASVspoof chal-

lenge [10]. The metric for ADD 2022 is the ’threshold-free’



Table 3. Description of detection baseline systems

ID Model Features Training data

S01 GMM LFCC Training set

S02 GMM LFCC Training and adaptation sets

S03 LCNN LFCC Training set

S04 LCNN LFCC Training and adaptation sets

S05 RawNet2 Raw Training set

S06 RawNet2 Raw Training and adaptation sets

EER, defined as follows. Let Pfa(θ) and Pmiss(θ) denote the

false alarm and miss rates at threshold θ.

Pfa(θ) =
#{fake trials with score > θ}

#{total fake trials}
(1)

Pmiss(θ) =
#{genuine trials with score < θ}

#{total genuine trials}
(2)

So Pfa(θ) and Pmiss(θ) are, respectively, monotonically

decreasing and increasing functions of θ. The EER corre-

sponds to the threshold θEER at which the two detection error

rates are equal, i.e. EER = Pfa(θEER) = Pmiss(θEER).

There are two rounds of evaluations in track 3.2. Each

round evaluation have each own ranking in terms of EER. The

final ranking is in terms of the weighted EER (WEER), which

is defined as follow.

WEER = α ∗ EER R1 + β ∗ EER R2 (3)

where α = 0.4 and β = 0.6, EER R1 and EER R2 are the

EER of R1 and R2 evaluation in track 3.2, respectively.

4.2. Deception success rate (DSR)

Track 3 is a rivalry game for participants to generate adversar-

ial samples and improve the anti-attack ability of the detection

model from two sides. Therefore, Track 3.1 and 3.2 are eval-

uated separately. The deception success rate (DSR) and ERR

are chosen as the metric for track 3.1 and 3.2, respectively.

DSR reflects the degree of fooling the audio deepfake detec-

tion model by the generated utterances, which is defined as

followed:

DSR =
W

A ∗N
(4)

where W is the count of wrong detection samples by all the

detection models on the condition of reaching each own EER

performance,A is the count of all the evaluation samples, and

N is the number of detection models.

To avoid cheating by submitting interference samples, the

intelligibility and similarity are also evaluated by multiple

methods. Each submitted sample should meet the text and

speaker information requirements of the competition.

Table 4. Results are in terms of EER (%) for Track 1.

# ID EER # ID EER # ID EER

1 A01 21.7 17 A15 28.0 33 S03 32.3

2 A02 23.0 18 A16 28.2 34 A30 32.8

3 A03 23.8 19 A17 28.4 35 A31 32.8

4 S02 24.1 20 A18 29.2 36 A32 33.0

5 S01 25.2 21 S04 29.9 37 A33 33.8

6 A04 25.9 22 A19 29.9 38 S06 33.9

7 A05 26.1 23 A20 30.0 39 A34 34.0

8 A06 26.3 24 A21 30.2 40 S05 35.2

9 A07 26.6 25 A22 30.6 41 A35 35.9

10 A08 26.8 26 A23 30.6 42 A36 37.7

11 A09 26.8 27 A24 31.0 43 A37 41.2

12 A10 27.1 28 A25 31.7 44 A38 41.2

13 A11 27.3 29 A26 32.0 45 A39 42.9

14 A12 27.3 30 A27 32.0 46 A40 43.6

15 A13 27.4 31 A28 32.1 47 A41 46.2

16 A14 27.9 32 A29 32.2 48 A42 67.1

Avg. 31.7

Table 5. Results are in terms of EER (%) for Track 2.

# ID EER # ID EER # ID EER

1 B01 4.8 12 B12 36.3 23 B22 46.3

2 B02 7.9 13 B13 38.6 24 S02 47.5

3 B03 9.4 14 B14 38.6 25 S03 47.8

4 B04 16.6 15 B15 39.4 26 S04 48.1

5 B05 20.6 16 B16 40.5 27 B23 50.0

6 B06 25.6 17 B17 40.5 28 S05 50.1

7 B07 26.0 18 B18 40.8 29 S06 50.2

8 B08 30.6 19 B19 40.9 30 B24 50.6

9 B09 34.6 20 B20 42.5 31 B25 54.0

10 B10 34.7 21 B21 42.9 32 B26 55.8

11 B11 35.4 22 S01 45.8 33 B27 57.0

Avg. 37.9

5. CHALLENGE RESULTS

Participants could submit detection scores and receive results

by CodaLab website. The datasets were requested by more

than 120 teams from 15 countries for all tracks.

5.1. Detection baselines

ADD 2022 adopted six detection baseline systems. Motivated

by the ASVspoof challenge [13], we use Gaussian mixture

model (GMM), light convolutional neural network (LCNN)

[18] and RawNet2 [19] to train baseline models. We mod-

ified the officially released source code 2 to build GMM,

LCNN and RawNet2 classifiers. The input features of GMM

and LCNN models are linear frequency cepstral coefficients

2http://github.com/asvspoof-challenge/2021



Table 6. Results are in terms of DSR (%) for Track 3.1.

# ID DSR # ID DSR # ID DSR

1 C10 93.8 6 C15 54.6 11 C08 37.8

2 C05 91.6 7 C01 52.7 12 C09 36.6

3 C14 89.5 8 C13 49.0 13 C03 29.1

4 C02 72.4 9 C07 41.0 14 C11 25.6

5 C04 72.4 10 C12 39.6 Avg. 56.1

(LFCCs) [20]. Raw audio waveforms are used as the input of

RawNet2 models.

All baseline models were trained using only the respec-

tive ADD 2022 training data or adaptation data. They were

optimised using only the respective development (Dev.) data.

None used any kind of data augmentation. The description of

the six baselines are listed in Table 3.

5.2. Results and analysis

Table 4, 5 and 7 shows results in terms of EER for track 1, 2

and 3.2. The results in terms of DSR for track 3.1 are reported

in Table 6.

For LF task, the average EER of all submissions is 31.7%

and the best result shows an detection EER of 21.7%. Only

3 of the 42 participating teams produced systems that out-

performed the best baseline S02. The GMM baseline model

achieved the lowest EER compared with LCNN and RawNet2

baseline models. All the baselines obtained performance

gains, when the model trained with training and adaptation

sets directly.

For PF task, the average EER of all submissions is 37.9%

and the best result was 4.8% in term of EER. The performance

of the best baseline S01 was bettered by 21 of the 27 partic-

ipating teams. The GMM baseline model also achieved the

best result. However, all the baselines obtained worse perfor-

mance, when the model trained with training and adaptation

sets directly.

For FG-D task, the final average WEER of all submissions

is 34.2% and the final lowest WEER of 10.1%. The average

EER of all submissions is 20.7% and the lowest EER of 8.3%

in the R1 evaluation. The average EER of all submissions is

43.1% and the lowest EER of 11.0% in the R2 evaluation. The

EER of 100.0% denotes that the result was not submitted by

the participant. For FG-G task, there are 14 teams submitted

the generated audios. The best DSR was achieved by 93.8 %

, and the average DSR was 56.1 %.

It is still challenging for all tracks, especially for LF track.

Although the best result achieves by 4.8% in terms of EER,

the average EER is still high for PF track. When adding some

generated fake samples from FG-G task into the evaluation

dateset,the performance of FG-D task degrades obviously.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper summarises the challenge task, datasets, prelim-

inary evaluation results and analysis. ADD 2022 addressed

three different challenging fake scenarios, namely LF, PF and

FG, involving four tasks. The results show that it is difficult

to use the same model to deal with all fake scenarios. The re-

sult also show that detection generalisation remains an open

problem. The detection model will be fooled easily with low

quality and unseen generated fake utterances. Whether the

evaluation metrics is reasonable or not is needed to discuss

further. So generalisation and evaluation metrics will remain

a focus for future evaluations.
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